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Abstract 
We show that unary PCF, a very small fragment of Plotkin’s PCF [7], has a decidable 
observational pre-order, and that its fully abstract model is effectively presentable. This is in 
marked contrast to larger fragments, where corresponding results fail [4]. The techniques used 
are adaptions of those of Padovani [5], who applied them to the minimal model of the simply 
typed lambda calculus. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Plotkin’s PCF [7] is a typed lambda calculus, with natural numbers and basic numer- 
ical operations, and recursion at arbitrary types. As this calculus can express arbitrary 
recursive functions, in general, questions about this calculus will obviously tend to be 
undecidable. 
If we restrict the calculus to have only finitely many values, instead of all natural 
numbers, at ground type, then we obtain a calculus - finitary PCF - for which de- 
cidability questions are more sensible. Jung and Stoughton [2] raised the question of 
whether, or not, the observational pre-order of finitary PCF is decidable, in the hope 
that a sufficiently good construction of the fully abstract model of PCF would enable 
this order to be read off in an effective manner. However, in [4] it is shown that 
ordering is undecidable. 
This article is concerned with an even smaller fragment of PCF, namely unary PCF, 
where we have only one value at ground type (an alternative presentation could have 
multiple values, but no means within the calculus of distinguishing them). Here, in 
marked contrast to finitary PCF, we show that the observational pre-order of unary 
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PCF is decidable. Our proof is not by a semantical construction of the fully abstract- 
model, the proof technique envisaged by Jung and Stoughton, but rather by a mostly 
syntactical argument, involving fairly technical manipulations of terms. 
The argument is an adaption of one invented by Padovani, who showed [5] that the 
minimal model of the simply typed lambda calculus has an effective presentation. By 
deciding the solvability of certain equations in the calculus, we can effectively construct 
a presentation of the appropriate model of the calculus; and then by working within 
the model, we can calculate the observational ordering. 
The question that this paper answers was asked by Kahrs [3]. He showed that the 
decidability of the “variable containment problem” reduces to the result of this paper. 
The variable containment problem is, given some higher order rewriting relation, to 
decide whether or not rewriting can produce new free variables. 
Some notational conventions. We use typewriter style lower case letters (x, y, 2,. . .) 
to range over variables of lambda calculi. Italic letters (A, B, x, y . . .), when used as 
syntactical entities, are used as meta-variables ranging over terms. 
We shall use both vectors A = (Ai)iE~ and sequences t = ti . . . t,,. Operations on 
vectors are generally component-wise, while operations on sequences are repeated: 
F A = (FAi)icI, but gt = gtl . . . tn. Note that Aj (or F) denotes the jth vector 
(or sequence) in a collection of vectors (or sequences), not the jth component of A 
(of 7). 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 1. Unary PCF (PCFi) is the simply typed lambda calculus, with a single 
ground type o, constants T, -L : o, and a binary operator A : o + o + o. We always 
use the infix notation x A y for A. In addition to the usual conversions of B-reduction 
and q-expansion, we give two reductions for A: 
TAX-X and IAx-1. 
This calculus is Church-Rosser and strongly normalising, as readily follows by the 
techniques of [ 11. We define pre-orders < V on the closed terms of each type rr as 
follows. For a, b : o, we put a Q, b if and only if, if a has normal form T, then so 
does b. At higher types, we make 6 a logical relation: 
fGcaTg iff f adTgb whenever abob. 
An application of the logical relations lemma [6,9] shows that < is reflexive at each 
type. An induction over types easily shows that (a) f GaaTg iff, for all closed r : cr, 
f r 6g Y, and (b) < is transitive. 
The pre-order < is the observational pre-order (although this is not the usual defi- 
nition). Observational equivalence, =, is (<)n( <)-‘. The fully abstract model arises 
by taking the quotient of =. 
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In this paper, we shall show that the relation d is decidable, and that the fully 
abstract model can be presented effectively. We do this by analysing a class of calculi 
containing unary PCF. There are two equivalence classes of type o, one containing 
T and the other containing 1. These form an idempotent commutative monoid with 
binary operation A and unit T. We generalise this with the definition below: 
Definition 2. Let (A, A, T) be the free idempotent commutative monoid generated by a 
finite non-empty set 9. The lambda calculus iY generated by 9 has a single ground 
type o, each member of Y is a constant of ground type, and we have additional 
constants T : o, A : o + o + o. We do not count the constants as variables; hence the 
term K A T is closed for any K E 9'. 
We denote the set of type rs closed terms of 2,y by 2,“. 
As the simply typed lambda calculus is strong normalising and Church-Rosser, there 
is an obvious interpretation of 2, Y in A. Let S be the logical relation such that for 
closed tl, t2 : o we have tl zw t:! if and only if tl and tz have the same interpretation 
in A, and for f ,g : cs + z, we have 
f Gyg iff fa=SYpbforalla-b:o. 
Clearly =‘4p gives an equivalence relation on the terms of ground type, and it follows 
immediately that E Y is symmetric at all types. Just as for PCFi, we may use the 
logical relations lemma to show that E is reflexive and transitive at all types, and thus 
an equivalence. 
We define the model M.’ of AY by letting A4,” be the quotient of the set 2r of 
closed terms of type cr by the relation zY. This makes M;’ is isomorphic to the 
monoid A. 
Note that the language of lb{‘) is that of PCFi, and ={‘-I is just observational 
equivalence, so that M(l) is the fully abstract model of PCF,. 
If r is a normal member of ,%r, then the equivalence class of Y is determined by 
the set of members of Y that occur in r, and vice versa. 
Mcy is a term model, and as such has a few sensible properties: the interpretation of 
a closed term is the equivalence class of that term, and the constants and operations 
of 1:’ induce well defined operations on MY. 
Definition 3. An effective presentation of M,y is a pair of effective functions (m,a), 
with m(r) a finite set for any type r, and with (x,y) H a(o,z,x,y) a function from 
m(a + z) x m(o) to m(z), such that MY is isomorphic to m with application a. 
For there to be an effective presentation of My, it is necessary and sufficient for 
there to be a effective fimction mapping types rr to the number IMFI; necessity is 
obvious and sufficiency follows from the fact that EE.~ is co-r.e. 
Definition 4. An interpolation equation is an equation in the form 
[XA, . . . AN = B], (1) 
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where X is a variable of some type cri + . . . + GN 3 o, each Aj is closed of type f~j, 
and B is closed of type o. 
A solution to an interpolation equation (1) is a closed term which, when substituted 
for X, makes the equation true up to Ed. 
An interpolation system is a set of interpolation equations all with the same variable: 
{[XA; . . . AL = B’] 1 i E Z} . 
It is convenient to use the vector notation [X A 1 . . . AN = B] for interpolation systems. 
A solution of an interpolation system @ is a term that is a solution to each member 
of @. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that all interpolation systems are finite. 
Lemma 5. 1. Equivalent (by E”) terms solve exactZy the same equations (and 
systems). 
2. The solution set of an equation (or system) is unchanged tf we replace the Ai and 
B’ by equivalents. 
3. A member of My - i.e., an equivalence class of S - is the set of all solutions 
to some interpolation system @. In particular @ can be taken to be the injnite 
set of all equations satisjied by a particular member of the equivalence class. 
4. By limiting the A:. and B’ of the system @ above to a unique choice of represen- 
tative for each equivalence class of =y, we may take @ to be finite. 
Proof. 1. Obvious, as is 2. 
3. Let ro be a closed term of type 01 + . . + UN + o, and let @ be the set of 
all interpolation equations satisfied by ro. If r &” ro, then r also solves Qi by 1. 
If r solves @, then for any Al : (~1, . . . , An : on, we have that [XAl . . . AN = 
roA1 . . . AN] E @, and so r Al . . . An zy t-0 Al . . . AN; this implies that r zy ro. 
4. Let Sj contain a unique representative of each equivalence class of type oj, and let 
T contain a unique representative of type o. 
By 2., the solutions of the system @ above remains unchanged if we retain only 
those equations for which the Ai and B’ are members of the Sj and T. For the 
finiteness, we show that MY is finite at each type, using induction on the type. 
Clearly, IM,“I = 2 IYI. A member of A4;?& is uniquely determined by the function 
it gives from M,” to A43”, so that IMF+,I < IM7YIIMTl. 0 
The lemma above shows that there is a close relationship between interpolation 
systems and the model MY. There is also a close relationship from the point of view 
of decidability: 
Lemma 6. The model M” has an effective presentation tf and only tf there is a 
procedure for deciding the solvability of interpolation systems Cfor nY). 
Proof. The “only if” part is obvious by 1. of the previous lemma; given an effective 
presentation of the model we can search through the presentation for a solution to any 
given problem. 
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Conversely, an effective presentation can be built by recursion on types, by solv- 
ing interpolation systems. We shall find an m(o) that is a set of equivalence class 
representatives for 9. 
Given o and m(at ), . . . , m(o~) where cr = ~1 + ... * g,&J * 0, to find m(o) we 
need only find which set-theoretic functions f from m(al) x . . x m(cN) to m(o) are 
definable by closed terms. Given such a function f, let the interpolation system @ be 
{[XA, . . . AN =~(AI,...,AN)I /(AI,...,AN) E m(m) x ... xm(m>>. 
Clearly f is definable if and only if the system @ has a solution. 0 
Note that this equivalence is uniform in 9’ and well-behaved w.r.t. the types in 
question. 
3. Usefulness 
The algorithm for deciding solvability for interpolation systems @ will be a divide- 
and-conquer one. Given an interpolation system, we will search for terms showing the 
system is ‘self-useful’ as defined below. Finding such terms allows us to reduce the 
solvability of @ to that of certain proper subsets of @. 
Definition 7. Let r be a set of constants disjoint from Y. Any substitution mapping 
Y into kOy gives a well defined map from M.‘pu.T to IV,~. A vector E is said to be 
useful for a vector B E (MA’)’ if 
l E is a vector in (M09u,F)’ for some Y disjoint from 9. 
l For each K E Y, there is i E I such that (some representative of) E’ does not 
contain IC. (Equivalently, E’ $ E’ A K.) 
l For each i, there is a substitution with domain Y and co-domain 1: that maps E’ 
to B’. 
If B E (2:)’ and E E (kr”- L ) , then E is Y-useful for B if and only if the corre- 
sponding vectors in the models are useful. If Y is clear from the context, then we 
will write useful rather than Y-useful. (Note that Y-usefulness does not depend on 
the choice of .T such that E E (l~U~T)‘.) 
An interpolation system [X A 1 . . . AN = B] with parameters in 2~Y is Y-self-useful 
if there is a vector E, Y-useful for B, that can be expressed in the form 
Ai,~~l,l . . .s~,~, A . . A Ains,,, . .s,,,,>. 
Again, we will write self-useful, if ,Y is clear from the context. 
(2) 
Below we give a few basic properties of usefulness that are useful later. 
Lemma 8. 1. Suppose that E is useful for B. Then, for each i, the substitution 
mapping E’ to B’ can be tuken to be the substitution mapping each K E F to a 
representative of B’. 
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2. Let @ = [XAl . . . An = B] be an interpolation system, and F be some set of 
constants, with the same cardinality as @, and disjoint from Y. Then Qi is self- 
useful tf and only zf there are si,j E AYuY such that (2) is Y-useful for B. 
(Informally, this just says that in the dehnition of self-usefulness, we may take F 
to be some jixed set with the same cardinality as the interpolation system. ) 
3. Let Y and .F be disjoint sets of constants. Suppose that E E (~Vr’-‘~)t is useful 
for B E (MOY)‘, and that C E (MOY)t. Then E A C is useful for B A C. 
Proof. 1. Consider normal representatives b’ and e’ of B’ and E’. If no K E Y occurs 
in ei, then b’ G e’, and there is nothing to do. 
Otherwise, b’ is a finite conjunction of members of Y U {T}, and e’ is a finite 
conjunction of members of Y U F U {T}, and further, any member of Y occurring 
in e’ also occurs in b’. The result is now obvious, considering the idempotence of 
A. 
2. Suppose that an interpolation system is self-useful, with the useful vector (2) using 
constants in the set 5s. Let 5 = {pi 1 i E I} be some set of constants indexed by 
i. For each K E r-0, choose i, E I such that rc does not occur in the normal form 
of the i,th component of (2). Using 1. above, it is clear that substituting piK for 
each K in (2) gives us another useful vector. 
3. The appropriate substitutions are unchanged. Clearly, no K E Y can occur in C’, 
so if K does not occur in some representative of E’, then it does not occur in some 
representative of C’ A E’. 0 
Lemma 9. Usefulness is transitive in the following senses: 
1. Zf B E (MT)‘, C E (M~“~)t and D E (IW~“~“~)’ are such that C is useful for 
B and D is useful for C, then D is useful for B. 
2. If B E (A:)‘, C E (AFuF)t and D E (~~uFu”)’ are such that C is Y-useful for 
B, and D is (9 U F->-useful for C, then D is Y-useful for B. 
3. If Aj E (A;)’ and C E (AcuF))’ are such that [X Al . . . An = C] is Y U F-self- 
useful, and C is Y-useful for B E (A:)‘, then [X Al . . . An = B] is Y-self-useful. 
where 9, F and % are disjoint, 
Proof. We show l., from which 2. and 3. then follow. Appropriate substitutions are 
constructed by composition: let (T : F --f 2: be such that 0 C’ = B’ and let r : f?l + 
lyu.F be such that zD’ = C’. Define p : F U ?iP -+ AT by 0 
for K E Y-, and 
for IC E a. For any term r of ~uusuq, we have pr = o zr, so that in particular, 
pD’ = B’. 
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For K E %, there is i E Z such that K does not occur in the normal members of D’, 
since D is useful for C. For K E Y-, there is i E Z such that K does not occur in the 
normal members of C’, and so K cannot occur in the normal members of D’ either. 
0 
The correctness of the algorithm below depends upon the following proposition, 
whose proof is deferred: 
Proposition 10. For every 9, every solvable interpolation system in A,y is Y-self- 
useful. 
Algorithm. We present an algorithm for building eflective presentations and deciding 
solvability of interpolation systems, simultaneously verifying its correctness. 
The algorithm uses a double recursion. The outer recursion is over types rr. The 
inner recursion will be over the size of an interpolation system of type cr. 
Suppose that for any Y we can construct an effective presentation of M-y at proper 
sub-types of 0 = ~1 =+ . . . * aN 3 0. To construct an effective presentation of IV:, 
it suffices to decide the solvability of certain interpolation systems of type g, as in the 
proof of Lemma 6. 
We do this by recursion over the size of an interpolation system: 
If @ is empty, then any term of the appropriate type will suffice. 
Take a set Y of new constants with the same cardinality as @. Using the outer 
recursion, we construct an effective presentation of IVZ~“.~ at sub-types of cr. 
Now search for si.j making (2) a vector useful for B. Using our effective presentation 
of M.Yu,F at sub-types of c, we can restrict our search to a finite set of terms; this 
also places a bound on the n of (2) if we assume that the conjuncts are distinct. 
If such sij are not found, then by Proposition 10 and 2. of Lemma 8, @ is not 
solvable, and we are done. If the search is successful, then for each K E r-, let I, be 
the set of those i E I such that K occurs in the normal form of the ith component of 
(2). As IZ,l < 111, we can use the inner recursion to decide the solvability of each 
~,={[XA;...A~=B’]IiEZ,}. W e c aim that @ has a solution if and only if each 1 
Qp, has a solution. The ‘only if is trivial as Qp, c Qi. For the ‘if part, if each QK has 
solution ix, . . xN&, let t be the term 
1x1 .. . XN. (xi,sI,I . . .Sl,rl A ’ ’ A Xinsn,I . .Sn,a,,)[trc/K]ti~.~. 
If i E Z,, then &[Af/xI . . .A~/xN] E B’, so that for each i E I, we have that tAf . . .Ab 
is equivalent to the result of substituting B’ for each K E Y in the ith component 
of (2). By 1. of Lemma 8, the result of this substitution is equivalent to B’ as 
required. 0 
The rest of this paper is concerned with the proof of Proposition 10. 
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4. Transferring terms 
The algorithm we just gave constructs terms that are ‘transferring’ as defined below. 
We shall make use of terms in this form in the arguments that follow. 
Definition 11. An q-expanded term t = 2x1 . . .xN.tO is transferring if, for every sub- 
term of t in the form xi s1 . . . SB, the free variables of the terms s1 . . . SD are among 
x1 . ..x.. 
Note that the condition that the term be r-expanded is vital; the term 1x. x (x(ly. y)) 
of type ((0 + o) + o + o) + o + o satisfies the condition above, but its q-expansion 
I,xu. x (iv. x(Ay. y)v) u is not transferring as it has the sub-term x(;ly.y)v, which has v 
free, but v is not among the outer-most bound variables, which are x and u. 
Below, we give the fact that our algorithm constructs transferring terms as a lemma. 
Lemma 12. Suppose that t is a term such that every interpolation system it solves is 
self-useful. Then every interpolation system solved by t has a transferring solution. 
Proof. The construction used in the algorithm 
preserves the property of being transferring. Let @ be an interpolation system solved by 
t. Following the divide and conquer strategy (i.e., the inner recursion) of the algorithm, 
we get that the interpolation system @ has a transferring solution. (Note that the outer 
recursion of the algorithm is not needed here - the sets IV,” exist and are finite, and 
for this proof they do not need to be given effectively.) Cl 
The following condition is used in the constructions that follow; it allows us to 
distinguish which sub-terms of some term are vital to the behaviour of that term. 
Definition 13. Let s be a closed term of type o, and let t be a sub-term (occurrence) 
in s. 
Form s’ by replacing t with a new constant K. The normal form of s’ is a conjunction, 
where the conjuncts are either members of Y U {T} or terms with head K. 
We say that t is active in s if at least one of the conjuncts has head K. (This is 
equivalent to s’ depending on K, when interpreted in IV,‘.) 
Lemma 14. 1. An occurrence tl t2 is active in s if and only if tl is active in s. 
2. If t is a closed, ground, sub-term of s, then a sub-term u oft is active in s if and 
only if u is active in t and t is active in s. 
3. When closed t : o is active in s[t], we have s[t] E t A s[T]. 
4. Let s : o be a closed term, and form s’ by replacing some ground sub-term in s 
by s. Then s E s’. 
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Proof. 1. and 2. are obvious. For 3., let K : o be a new constant; it suffices to show 
that S[K] E K A s[T]. The normal form of S[K] is in the form al A . . . A a,,. As K is 
active in s[K], K is among the ai, and the result follows. 
We may slightly reformulate 4. as s[t] E s[ly.s[t]], where t and s[t] are closed. Let 
X be a new variable of the same type as t, and let ai A. . . A a, be the normal form of 
s[X]. If X does not occur in any of the ai, then 
s[t] = al A . A a, = s[Ay.s[t]]. 
If X does occur in some of the ai, then it occurs as the head-variable. The result now 
follows from the idempotency of A. 0 
5. Solvability implies usefulness 
The following lemma is the technical heart of our proof of proposition 10. 
Lemma 15. Suppose that 
A0 (&t&4, . ..&I) . . (&&[A, JNI) cy B (3) 
and each term Lx! . . . xN yi. tj[xl _ _ _XN] is transferring. Then the system [X Ao.. . AN = 
B] is Y-self-useful. 
Proof. We show by induction on natural numbers r, that, for any 9, any transferring 
tl . . . t, and any B E (A:)‘, if (3) holds, and there are at most r occurrences of 
x1 . _ _XN in the terms tl[xl . . . X,XJ], then [X Ao.. . AN = B] is Y-self-useful. 
If there are no F; occurrences, then the LHS of (3) is in the form (2), and B is 
useful for B, so the result holds. 
Otherwise, the ti[xl . . XN] can be written in the form 
ti’[xj(~~.s~)...(~zp.s,),x, . ..XN]. 
where there is exactly one v occurrence in ti[v,X], for some 1, and no v occurrences 
in t:[v,X] for i # 1. As the ti[X] are transferring, no variables other than the Tt, 5 and 
S$ occur freely in the sP. By considering the right-most ?T occurrence in tl[%], we can 
have that in fact only ijj and zp occur freely in the sP. 
Let t”[F] = t([lc,F] for a new constant rc : 0. If K is not active in some component 
of 
A0 (iJy.t;‘[A, . . .AN]) . . . (/lya.t;[A, . AN]), (4) 
then, using 4. of Lemma 14, this vector is Y-useful for B. Letting B” be (4), we may 
apply the induction hypothesis to show that 
[XAo... AN = B”] 
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is (YU{lc})-self-useful. Applying the transitivity of usefulness, we get that [X As.. . AN 
= B] is Y-self-useful. 
Alternatively, K is active in each component of (4). We handle this case of the 
induction step in three stages; stage 1 shows how some cases of the induction statement 
reduce to the induction hypothesis. Stage 2 shows how more cases of the induction 
statement reduce to an instance of stage 1 (with r unchanged), and stage 3 shows that 
the general case of the induction statement reduces to an instance of stage 2 (with r 
unchanged). 
Stage 1. Suppose that there are no E occurrences in the sP. Then each component 
of Aj (i2~.sl) . . . ($. sp) is a closed term, and active in the corresponding component 
of the lhs of (3). Thus, using 3. of Lemma 14, the lhs of (3) is equivalent to the 
conjunction of 
Aj(/lZi.sl)...(lZj.sa), 
and 
B’ = A,, &t;[A, . . . AN]) . . . (ly,.t,‘[A, . . . AN]), 
where tzT [X] = ([T, X]. The t,: [X] have (in total) strictly fewer X occurrences that the 
ti[~], so we may apply the induction hypothesis to the second conjunct above to show 
that 
[XA,,... AN = B’] 
is Y-self-useful. Applying 3. of Lemma 8, we obtain the result. 
Stage 2. Now suppose that there are some si; occurrences in the sP. Let rK ( IC E Y, 
with Y a set of new constants) enumerate the type o sub-terms of the sP which have 
one of the yr as a head variable. Then we may write each sP as s>[rK/K]KE~, with sz 
containing only the Z, free. As tl[~~] is transferring, the rK have free variables among 
the L;. 
Consider the normal form E of 
Aj (AiZi.Sr) . . . (k$.S;). 
If some of the JC E Y occur in every component of E, then we will use stage 3; for 
now, we suppose that none of the K E Y occur in every component of E. Let 
$7X1 . ..XN] = ti’[Xj(~~,S;)...(~~.S~),Xl . ..XN]. 
so that 
B* = A0 (&t;[Al . . . AN]) . . . (&.t,*[A, . . . AN]) 
is useful for B by 4. of Lemma 14, and the s> do not contain the yP. We can now 
use stage 1, to see that 
[XA,,... AN = B*] 
is (9 U Y)-self-useful, so by the transitivity of usefulness, we derive the induction 
statement. 
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Stage 3. For the general case, suppose that ~1 . . . K, occur in every component of 
E. Let $, = . . = t-L, = T and i-L = r, for K $! (~1 . . . K,}. By m applications of 3. 
of Lemma 14, we have that 
&(Kl r’-i . . . A Km/I (Aj (A.%.&‘;) . . . (Ej. si))) [T/K, . . . T/KJ 
ES 15. (Aj (l,F.ST) . . . (‘1q.S;)). 
This implies that 
~~.t;*[Al...AN]~Y~YI.t~[Xj(~ZI.sl) . . . (Jw~.Sfl),Al...AN] 
= iy,.t&4, . ..&I. 
where t;*[x, . XN] is 
t; [YK, A . . . A rKm A (xj (2ti.s;) . . . (~z,.s~))[~:/Ic],E,~,x~ . . . xN] 
which enables us to reduce to stage 2. This completes the induction step. 0 
Corollary 16. Suppose an interpolation system [X Al . AN = B] has a solution t in 
the form 
/IX, . ..Xn.Xi(A~.t*)...(A~.t.), 
with each term 1x1 . . . xN E. tl transferring. Then the interpolation system has a trans- 
ferring solution. 
Proof. By the lemma above, any interpolation system solved by t is self-useful, so by 
Lemma 12, there is a transferring solution to any interpolation system solved by t. L7 
Lemma 17. For every finite Y, every equivalence class of zY contains a transferring 
term. 
Proof. We show by induction on the size of a /&normal q-long term s, that s is 
equivalent to a transferring term. 
Ifs is a closure of a conjunction, we apply the induction hypothesis to the closures 
of the conjuncts. 
Suppose that s is 2x1 . . .x,. xi (AE. ~1) . . . (,I~.s~). By the induction hypothesis, there 
are transferring terms ,& yj. tj equivalent to AX yj. Sj, so that s is equivalent to 
2x1 . . .x,.x; (AK. t1) . . . (AZ. tx). 
There is an interpolation system @ whose solution-set is the equivalence class of s. As 
the term above solves @, we can apply Corollary 16 to show that @ has a transferring 
solution. 0 
Theorem 18. The solvability of interpolation systems is decidable, so there is an ef- 
fective presentation of the fully abstract model of PCFt = %{l}, and the observational 
pre-order of PCFt is decidable. 
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Proof. We give a proof of Proposition 10, as this suffices to show that the algorithm 
of Section 3 does in fact work. Let @ = [X A1 . . . AN = B] be an interpolation system. 
We wish to show that if @ has a solution, then @ is self-useful. 
Suppose that @ has a solution in the form IX. xi (AY,. tt ) . . . (AK. tu). By Lemma 17, 
we can assume that the terms Ix yj. tj are transferring, and thus apply Lemma 15, so 
that @ is self-useful. 
In general, @ may have a solution in the form 2x1 . . . x,. (~1 A . . . A s,). Let Bi 
be (1x1 . ..XN.Si)AI . . . AN. Applying the paragraph above to each of the systems 
[XAl . . . AN = B,], we can find 5-i and Ei E (A4~ur2)’ useful for Bi that can be 
expressed as a conjunction of the form (2). WLOG, we can take the ri to be disjoint, 
so that El A . A E, is useful for B1 A . . A B, s B, and @ is self-useful. q 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown that the observational order, of a very restricted fragment of PCF, is 
decidable. Such issues were raised by Jung and Stoughton [2], as a test for semantical 
techniques used in relation to the full abstraction problem for PCF. They originally 
asked the question for finitary PCF; however, that fragment turns out to have an un- 
decidable observational pre-order [4]. 
Currently known constructions of the fully abstract model of PCF do not appear to 
lead to a proof of the decidability result here. One should not be too worried about this 
- the connection between the fully abstract models of finitary PCF and PCF is much 
tighter than that between the models of unary PCF and PCF. The proof of decidability 
given here works because unary PCF is a special case of the typed lambda calculus 
over certain algebras, not because it is a fragment of PCF. 
Having said that, a semantical proof of the result here, avoiding the rather horrible 
syntactical manipulations, would be interesting, and perhaps would shed more light on 
the result. Additionally, the techniques used in this paper originated with Padovani’s 
work on the still open problem of the decidability of higher order matching. Maybe 
new proofs of the known decidability results would enable us to make progress on 
higher order matching. 
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Postscript 
As I was making the final corrections to this paper, I received a manuscript from 
Schmidt-Schauss [8] giving a much simpler proof of the result here. It proceeds by 
using a strictness analysis of terms to construct sets of combinators that can be used 
to build up the required presentation of the model. 
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